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R EPORT

THIN-FILM THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND
THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS USING
PICOSECOND ULTRASONICS

J. L. Hostetler, A. N. Sm ith , and P. M. Norris
Departm ent o f Mechan ical, Aerospace an d Nuclea r E ngin eering,

Un iv ersity of Virgin ia, Charlo ttesv ille, Virgin ia, USA

A m ethod utilizin g picosecon d u ltrason ics, com bin ed with a pu m p-probe therm oreflectance

techn iqu e, for the sim u ltan eou s m easu rem ent of thin -film th ickness an d therm al condu ctiv -

ity n orm al to the su rface is presen ted. Th is techniqu e is a non con tact m ethod that is u sefu l

for determ in in g therm oph ysica l properties of film s with th ickness grad ien ts or for film s in

wh ich the th ickness is n ot a known param eter. The therm al conductiv ity of a th in tun gsten

film is extrapola ted throu gh a cu rv e-fitting rou tin e that com pares resu lts with the parabolic

( )two-step PTS h eat diffusion m odel, an d the th ickness m easu rem en t is enabled by the

observ ation of ultrason ic wav es generated by femtosecond laser heatin g pu lses.

As thin films become more commonplace in modern technology, the advance -

ment of the rmal and structural diagnostics demands the focused attention of

current research efforts. As film thickne sses shrink from micrometers to nanome-

ters, size e ffects and deposition techniques play a large role in the material’ s ability

to transport ene rgy, which is often the gove rning factor for product failure in

submicrometer device s. The assumption of bulk the rmal properties to analyze the

energy transport mechanisms in thin films can result in underestimated tempera-

ture rises, which in turn result in ove rpredicted damage threshold value s. Thin-film

thermal conductivity and film thickne ss measurements are usually performed by

separate technique s. The goal of this article is to present a method for the

simultaneous measurement of film thickne ss in the spatial region of the conductiv-

ity measurement for the purpose of obtaining a more accurate value for the local

thermal conductivity for heat conduction normal to the surface . This noncontact

me thod utilizes a calculated longitudinal sound ve locity that allows local film

thickness to be de te rmined from a measurement of the round-trip echo time . This

s . w xtechnique employs the transient thermoreflectance TTR 1 experimental se tup

and can be performed on existing thin films in a non-destructive manner, which

can be useful for postmanufacturing quality analysis.
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NOMENCLATURE
2 y 1

B bulk modulus, Nr m b volumetric expansion coe fficient, K
3

C volume tric spe cific he at, Jr m K d optical pene tration de pth
2

C e ffective e lastic constant, Nr m h straine ff

d film thickne ss, m u angle of incide nce of the pump be am, de ginc

f se nsitivity function n Poisson’ s ratio
3

G e lectron ] phonon coupling constant, r density, kg r m
3W r m K f angle of incide nce of the probe be am, de gin c

2
J fluence, Jr m w angle of refraction, deg

k imaginary part of the complex inde x

of re fraction

n re al part of the complex index of Su b scr ip ts

re fraction

R re flectivity

T tempe rature , K e electron

t time, s l lattice

V longitudinal sound ve locity, m r s o initial

z spatial variable pe rpendicular to film s s-polarize d

surface , m

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic diagram of the experimental se tup is shown in Figure 1. The

pulse s from a 76-MHz Ti:sapphire lase r with an autocorrelated FWHM pulse width

of 200 fs are separated into two beams with an intensity ratio of 9 : 1 by a

s .nonpolarizing beam splitter. The intense `̀ pump’ ’ beam ; 6 nJ r pulse is used to

heat the film, while the low powe r ``probe ’ ’ beam is used to monitor the re flectivity.

The pump beam passes through an acousto-optic modulator that creates a pulse

train at a frequency of 1 MHz. A half-wave plate rotates the heating beam’ s

polarization paralle l to the plane of incidence . The pump beam is focused to ; 30

m m at an incident angle of 35 8 with an estimated fluence of ; 20 J r m
2
. The

s-polarized probe beam passes through a dove tail prism mounted on a movable

stage , which is used to increase the optical path length of the probe beam and

hence the time delay between the pump and probe pulses. The probe, which is

centered in the heated area, is focused to ; 5 m m at near-normal incidence to

minimize the illuminated area. A polarize r, oriented such that only s-polarized

light passes, is positioned before a silicon photodiode, which monitors the probe

beam ’s reflection off the sample. A lock-in amplifie r monitors the detector’s

re sponse as the probe pulse is de laye d in time, re sulting in the temporal cooling

profile of the sample.

THEORY

The use of the pump r probe TTR method described above to monitor the

change in re flectivity at the surface of the film results in the convolution of two

different re flective phenomena. The measured signal shows a temporal cooling

curve superimposed with surge s of re flectivity induced by the gene ration of

ultrasonic acoustic wave s that manife st themse lve s periodically at the surface .
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Figu r e 1. Schematic diagram of the experime ntal setup.

Employing the TTR method as a temperature probe involves re lating the

measured reflectivity change s to temperature change s using the mate rial’ s complex

index of re fraction. In most me tals and dielectrics, the complex index of refraction

w xdepends we akly on temperature 2 and is re lated to the re flectivity at off-normal

w xincidence for s-polarized probe light through 3

2 w s . xsin f y w Tin c
s . s .R T s 1 as 2 w s . xsin f q w Tin c

sin f in c
s . s .sin w T s 1 b

s . s .n T q ik T

where f is the angle of incidence of the probe beam. In wave length range sin c

where the reflection coefficient is large , the reflectivity can be described by the

sum of a large static contribution and a small temperature -dependent modulated

contribution:

s . s . s . s .R T q D T s R T q R D T 2s o s o s
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s .Equation 2 is valid for most metals, and the corresponding change in re flectivity

is ; 10y 5 r K. Experimentally, one eliminate s the large static te rm and measures

only the modulated term with an AC filter or lock-in amplifie r.

After the heating pulse is absorbed, thermal expansion results in an isotropic

thermal stress that gene rates an acoustic wave of ultrasonic frequency. This wave

has a longitudinal component that propagate s perpendicular to the surface and is

w xpartially re flected at the film r substrate inte rface . Thomsen e t al. 4 showed that

the complex index of refraction is a function not only of temperature, but also

w xstrain, h . The only nonzero strain tensor e lement, h , is give n by 533

Jb 1 q n
y < zy v t < r ds . s . s . s .h z , t s y 1 y R ? e sgn z y Vt 333

2 d C 1 y n

where z is the spatial variable pe rpendicular to the film surface , R is the

re flectivity at the surface , J is fluence of the heating pump beam, b is the the rmal

expansion coefficient, C is the volumetric specific heat, n is Poisson’s ratio, V is

the ve locity of sound in the sample mate rial, t is time , and d is the optical

penetration depth. The corresponding change in the index of re fraction as a

w xfunction of strain is given by the equations 4

 n
s . s . s .D n z , t s h z , t 4 a33 h 33

 k
s . s . s .D k z , t s h z , t 4 b33 h 33

The resulting change in re flectivity is de scribed by the integral

`
s . s . s .D R s f z h z , t d z 5H 33

0

s .where f z is called the sensitivity function. This mate rial-dependent function

de termine s how the strain under the surface of the film affects the re flectivity

coefficient at the surface . It is shown by the same investigators to be a function of

the complex index of re fraction components, n and k , and the ir strain derivative s,

 n r  h and  k r  h .33 33

For thickness measurements, the magnitude of the change in re flectivity due

to strain need not be known; only the propagation ve locity is required. The

round-trip time of the echo can be observed and the thickness then calculated by

w xcorre lating it with the longitudinal sound ve locity, V , given by the equation 6

C 1 y n Bef f
s .V s s 3 6X Xr 1 q n r

where r is the density, n is the Poisson ratio, B is the bulk modulus, and C ise ff

the effective e lastic constant for longitudinal wave propagation given by Thomsen

w xe t al. 4 . Since the maximum influence of the stress on the re flectivity occurs when
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the acoustic wave arrive s at the surface, the round-trip time should be de termined

based on the time interval be tween successive minimum measured signals.

RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The TTR signal from a thin tungsten film at room temperature was moni-

tored with the pump-probe expe rimental setup described. Figure 2 shows the

re flectivity response of a thin tungsten film deposited onto a silicon substrate. The

acoustic pulse re flection and attenuation at the film surface is clearly detected. For

the data se t shown, the ultrasonic echoes have a period of ; 90 ps, which

corresponds to a film thickne ss of 240 nm, assuming a longitudinal sound ve locity

s .of 5,321 m r s calculated using Eq. 6 . Note that the bulk moduli of dense metallic

thin films, such as tungsten, have been shown to correspond with bulk value s as

w xreported by Rouzaud e t al. 7 for sputtered tungsten films. A scanning electron

microscope was used to verify the film thickne ss and indicated a value of 260 "
20 nm, which is in good agre ement with the re sults of this inve stigation. The

property constants for tungsten we re taken from the CRC Han dbook o f Tables fo r

w x w x w xApplied En gineering Scien ce 8 , Palik 9 , and Kittel 10 .

O nce the thickne ss was calculated, it was used as a known parameter in a

numerical mode l, assuming one -dimensional heat conduction. The experimental

re sults were then compared with the calculated results to determine the local

thermal conductivity. Knowing the precise local thickness allowed calculation of

the time at which substrate e ffects occur, providing critical information about the

range ove r which the model could be used to curve-fit the experimental data. Due

to the short pulse width of 200 fs, the appropriate heat conduction mode l is the

s . w xparabolic two-step PTS model 11 . This mode l assumes that radiation energy

from the pump beam is first absorbed by the e le ctrons and then redistributed to

the lattice . For a short period afte r the absorption of the lase r pulse , the electrons

and lattice are not in thermal equilibrium and can be represented by separate

temperatures, T and T . The linear combination of T and T re sults in a differente l e l

cooling profile than that of the we ll-known Fourie r heat conduction model, called

s .the parabolic one-step PO S model, and likewise a different extrapolation of

Figu re 2. The rmore fle ctance response of a tungste n thin film on a silicon substrate and corre sponding

curve fit. Ultrasonic generation is seen in the first 20 ps, and echoes are se en with a period of ; 90 ps.

A flue nce of ; 20 J r m 2 with a pulse width of 200 fs was used as the he ating source incident at an angle

u s 35 8 .inc
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thermal conductivity. This investigation showe d that the value of thermal conduc-

tivity identified using the PO S was almost one-half that of the PTS.

The PTS mode l was solved numerically using the Crank-Nicholson scheme

with a uniform grid system of 400 nodes and insulated boundary conditions. To

ve rify convergence , the number of nodes was doubled and the time inte rval was

reduced by half; this re sulted in no change in the reported value of the rmal

conductivity. The assumption of an insulated boundary at the film r substrate

interface is justified for the duration of the scan, since the rmal ene rgy will not

propagate through the measured film thickne ss in this time inte rval. The lase r

heating source te rm, assuming a Gaussian temporal pulse shape and constant

w xoptical prope rties, is give n by Q iu and Tien 11 . Note that, based on the criteria

w xe stablished by Chen and Tien 12 , it is not necessary to account for internal

re flection, since the temperature gradient across the penetration depth is small for

the conditions of the expe riment. A least-square s fit was pe rformed to conve rge to

the value of thermal conductivity, and an ove rall scaling factor was used to match

the amplitude of the data with the numerical model. A critical parameter in the

mode l is the material property called the electron ] phonon coupling factor G ,

which re late s how energy is redistributed from the e le ctrons to the lattice. The

w x 16coupling factor for tungsten was measured by Brorson et al. 13 as 26 " 3 = 10

W r m 3 K.

The experimental data are compared with the PTS mode l only after 30 ps

from the time of heating. This is due to the presence of strain following the heating

pulse , which affects the reflectivity coefficient and ove rshadows the re flectivity

change brought on by the rise in surface temperature. Furthermore , the data that

included the ultrasonic echoes were not used during the curve-fitting procedure .

s .This experiment was carried out for different angle s of incidence 20 ] 60 8 for

the heating beam, and the resulting thickness and conductivity measurement

showed no dependence on this angle . Validation of the TTR method was per-

formed on bulk aluminum, which resulted in a conductivity measurement within

s .3% of reported bulk value s 237 W r m K . The thermal conductivity for thin-film

tungsten resulting from the best fit is 52.2 W r m K. The thermal conductivity

de te rmined from other scans varie d between approximate ly 50 and 60 W r m K,

which is significantly lowe r than the bulk value of 174 W r m K.

Figure 3 give s an example of the re sulting curve when the solution from the

s .PTS mode l calculated with the identified the rmal conductivity value is subtracted

Figu re 3. Expe rimental data minus the num erical PTS mode l.
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from the TTR data. In this figure, both the change in re flectivity due to the

ultrasonic e ffects and the wave attenuation are quite obvious. As expected, the

re sulting difference centers around zero and is nearly flat, within the noise leve l,

except when ultrasonic effects are present.

CONCLUSIONS

Experiments have been performed to investigate the enhanced measurement

of thermal conductivity normal to the surface by the simultaneous measurement of

film thickness via the observation of propagating ultrasonic acoustic wave s. Data

are give n for a tungsten film sputtered onto a silicon substrate, and the temporal

cooling profile was curve -fitted for a cooling time of 340 ps using the PTS model.

The procedure shows promise for noncontact, postmanufacturing thin-film charac -

terization. This technique is most effective on thin films with high bulk moduli and

for substrate r film combinations with a high coe fficient of acoustic mismatch.

Future inve stigations will explore this method for purposes of determining

thin-film bulk moduli, which can vary from bulk values for alloys and le ss dense

metals. Thermophysical properties of thin films with thickne ss gradients will be

studied. A detailed study of the error in the thickness measurement and a study of

the sensitivity function for metals will also be conducted. Furthe r analysis will

involve modeling the acoustic wave propagation for purposes of studying acoustic

mismatch and adhesion between thin-film and substrate interfaces.
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